ABSTRACT Uncertainty quantification plays a critical role in the process of decision making and optimization in many fields of science and engineering. The field has gained an overwhelming attention among researchers in recent years resulting in an arsenal of different methods. Probabilistic forecasting and in particular prediction intervals (PIs) are one of the techniques most widely used in the literature for uncertainty quantification. Researchers have reported studies of uncertainty quantification in critical applications such as medical diagnostics, bioinformatics, renewable energies, and power grids. The purpose of this survey paper is to comprehensively study neural network-based methods for construction of prediction intervals. It will cover how PIs are constructed, optimized, and applied for decision-making in presence of uncertainties. Also, different criteria for unbiased PI evaluation are investigated. The paper also provides some guidelines for further research in the field of neural network-based uncertainty quantification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many engineering and scientific problems consisted of partly deterministic and partly random situations. The traditional point prediction is unable to predict the level of randomness or uncertainty. Prediction Intervals (PIs) have been extensively used in a range of applications for over 50 years [1] - [3] to quantify that uncertainty. Mostly to overcome the limitations of the point prediction, an interval prediction is widely accepted in many fields of study including economics [4] , food industry [5] , tourism [6] , medical statistics [2] , power consumption [7] , even in compression algorithms [8] . Moreover, the recent installation of the largescale renewable energy [9] , [10] , the rapid growth of the online auction systems [11] , [12] , and the design of different types of autonomous robots [13] are increasing the uncertainty and therefore, increasing the essence of the probabilistic forecasting. Fig. 1 presents the importance of PI with a rough sketch. The point prediction gives a value close to the median or the mean of the probable values of targets. Two green lines in Fig. 1 presents the PI. The width of the interval changes based on the probable values of the target.
Observing the point forecast, the user is not provided by any complement information about the uncertainty of the system [14] - [16] . Therefore, interval forecasts are a popular method of uncertainty quantification.
The uncertainty in risk analysis processes is traditionally classified as follows: 1) Aleatory uncertainty (inherent randomness): The output of a system may vary slightly from time to time even for the same set of inputs. There might be day to day or year to year variation while the inputs are the same. Also, there might be no trend of such changes. Therefore these uncertainties are the inherent randomness or the aleatory uncertainty [17] . An example of such randomness is the electricity demand for a certain time. Although the temperature, the time in a day, the day in a week, humidity, wind speed is the same, the electricity demand can be slightly different [18] , [19] . 2) Epistemic (subjective) uncertainty: The uncertainty may also happen due to the secondary or tertiary effects, not considered during the modeling. It can be an effect from a phenomenon, which is unknown to the research community or can be the effect of an internal parameter of an object, not readable from outside. In such scenario, the uncertainty can be reduced by enhancing knowledge or by performing measurements.
An example of such uncertainty is the strength of solids such as steel and concrete. The internal defects of a solid material are difficult to measure from the outer appearance and even from the formation process. However, the provider can provide a range of the strength parameters. With additional modeling efforts, the uncertainty parameter can be transformed from a random variable to a bounded random or pseudorandom variable using probability intervals or percentile ranges [19] - [23] . These two kinds of uncertainties may present together or separately. The point prediction is unable to provide any information about them.
The probability density function (PDF) contains exact information about the uncertainty [24] . However, It is impossible to present the probability density with a few numbers or words. The PDF may extend towards infinity along either side of the most probable region. The value of the PDF is also confusing. The PDF is commonly drawn as the bar chart or a continuous function presenting probability density of nearby regions. Then the presenter needs to provide the width of each bar or the range of the nearby region considered. Cumulative probability density function (CDF) solves that issue of confusing amplitude, as its value is ranged from zero to one. However, CDF line is also a difficult parameter to express it to the majority of the user and it requires more information to represent CDF. Probabilistic forecast [25] - [28] expresses the uncertainty with several numbers, presenting percentile distribution of probability. PIs express the uncertainty with the minimum information (three numbers) and therefore, PIs are the most understandable uncertainty quantification mechanism.
The point prediction provides a value where the statistical error is the lowest. Statistical errors of the point prediction are defined by error metrics, such as the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). A PI with (1 − α) confidence level can be derived probabilistically with the following flow of information: The upper bound (y i ) is higher than (1 − α/2) portion of the probability density function. Therefore, the upper bound can be represented as [29] :
where, P is the conditional probability function of target (t i ). That relation can be represented by the cumulative probability density function (CP) as follows:
Taking inverse:
Therefore, the PI consists of the lower bound (y i ) and the upper bound (y i ) can theoretically be represented as:
That relation is correct for a symmetric probability distribution on both sides of its maxima. Many PI construction techniques do not follow that relation for an asymmetric probability distribution. A survey of recently proposed NN-based PI construction techniques is presented to help analysts and future researchers in understanding the relationship between PIs and the probability density function. The scope of our current study is limited to NN-based PIs. PIs have been increasingly applied to design systems as a promising mechanism to quantify the uncertainties prevailing in operation of complex systems [30] - [33] . Interval forecasts contain a greater significance to decision-makers compared to the traditional point forecasts and therefore, can be applied confidently in a range of applications and for contingency planning. They provide more robust and meaningful information of the future inevitable uncertainty. Both PI and confidence interval (CI) are popular forms of interval forecasts. They provide an interval forecast with certain success probability, known as the confidence level (CL) [34] and the PI coverage probability (PICP) [35] . The CL and PICP are the probability that the interval will enclose the target. PI applies the Bayesian statistics, and CI applies the Frequentist statistics. The Frequentist statistics consider previous occurrences of the predicted event where Bayesian statistics considers both corresponding and at least one correlated event. Therefore, PI is more robust compared to CI. Three values are required to represent a PI: the upper bound (y), the lower bound (y) and the coverage probability (PICP). Therefore, the user of PI is aware of both the most probable range and the probability of enclosure [36] .
In the decades 1960-2000s, many researchers identified the importance of probabilistic forecasting and developed some statistical methods to construct prediction intervals. The methods include, normal approximation [37] , [38] , hypothesis testing approach [39] , pivotal quantity [40] , [41] , sufficient statistic [42] , sequential search [43] , Bayesian [44] , bootstrap [45] and other statical models, to name a few. Interval forecasts brought a new dimension during these periods to solve some statistical problems emerging in the quality control and the business (economic prediction). For instance, PIs could provide warranty limits for the future effects of a specified number of systems based on the past data or future mean performance of a specific product and help the investor to understand the future scenario [46] , [47] .
At the end of the 20th century, artificial intelligencebased regression technique, namely neural network (NN) has appeared as an effective method to quantify uncertainties through the construction of PIs. PIs using NNs can be found in more diverse fields of studies. These include but not limited to manufacturing systems, chemical processes, wind power forecasting, electricity load forecasting, transportation, fatigue lifetime prediction, financial services, health-related issues, hydrological studies, baggage handling systems and food industries [5] , [36] , [48] - [50] . NNs not only improve the quality of the PIs but also improves the run-time computation efficiency. On the other hand, PIs also brought a new dimension for NN-based modeling and strategy developments. Such as, recently developed game strategic systems are applying the upper confidence bound (UCB) to optimize the exploration time [51] - [53] .
NN-based PI construction methods can be classified into following categories: The current survey is aimed help future researchers of NN based uncertainty quantification in constructing smarter PI and smarter NN training methods. Therefore, the scope of the current survey is limited to NN-based approaches of constructing PIs. The paper is organized into various sections with the following flow of information. Section II presents a brief review of traditional NN-based multi-step PI construction methods. Recent advancement on NN-based PI construction methods is described in section III. An overview of applications of PI in different fields is provided in section IV. Section IV also presents the future possibilities of PI. Section V is the concluding section.
II. NN-BASED MULTI-STEP PI CONSTRUCTION METHODS
Four traditional methods containing multiple stages in constructing PIs have been reported in the literature to construct quality PIs using NNs. The first one is the Delta method proposed by Hwang and Ding [54] ; the nonlinear regression representation of the NN-based system performed to obtain the PI. The second one is the Bayesian Method which applies Bayes' theorem to optimize the weight. Nix and Weighed [55] proposed another traditional technique, namely Mean-Variance Estimation method (MVEM) to construct PIs using two NNs. Like other traditional methods, MVEM also assumes normally distributed error probability around the average of the target, t j and PIs can be easily formed if mean and variances are known. The fourth one is the Bootstrap method which applies resampling to form an ensemble of several NNs to construct a quality PI.
A. DELTA METHOD
The Delta method is a strategy for constructing intervals through nonlinear regression. This method is based on the Tylor series expansion of the regression function. In this method, the NN model is linearized through optimizing a set of parameters by minimizing the error-based cost function, sum square error (SSE). The standard asymptotic theory is then applied to the developed NN model for the construction of PIs [56] . It is assumed that the uncertainty is normally distributed and homogeneous. However, in practice, the uncertainty is heterogeneous in most of the cases. Therefore, this method is not suitable for all cases [57] . An extended version of delta method has been proposed by Veaux et al. [58] to eliminate this limitation. In contrast to SSE, they used weight decay cost function to train the NN and improved the generalization power of the NN. In another study, Khosravi et al. [59] proposed a new measure for quantitative assessment of PIs for the delta method. As width and coverage probability includes in this measure, the modified version of this delta method produced better quality PIs (significantly reduced the width of PIs) compared to traditional delta method. However, still, the constructed PIs suffer from the basic constraint of this method (i.e. linearization). Despite this limitation, the delta technique has been used in numerous case studies [60] - [62] .
In delta method, the total variance of a Markov decision process is represented as [63] :
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The distribution is assumed as a Gaussian one and (1−α)% PI forŷ i is formulated as [54] :
where
n−p is the α 2 quantile of a cumulative distribution function (CDF) with n − p degrees of freedom.
As discussed in [58] , the PI constructed using (6) is reliable for large training data sets. However, the NN training process for converging the matrix J T J can be nearly singular for a small dataset and that may result in unreliable PIs. Moreover, termination of the training process prior to convergence to avoid overfitting reduces the number of parameters results in wide PIs.
The Weight Decay Cost Function (WDCF) in training process can solve the above problems and enhance the generalization power of NN [64] . The WDCF attempts to maintain the magnitude of NN-parameters to the lowest feasible value [65] :
The PI construction formula using WDCF is derived as [58] ,
The insertion of λ in (8) enhances the quality and reliability of PIs, especially for circumstances that J T J is nearly singular.
The delta method is computationally expensive as this technique involved the complex calculation of Jacobian matrix (J) and σ 2 . Moreover, the gradient and the Jacobian matrix calculations, and the estimation of σ 2 y 0 can be potential sources of error for this technique [66] . In addition, this technique estimates a constant σ 2 for all samples; that means the noise is assumed to be uniform. However, it is not true for all situations, the order of noise can be linked to the target magnitude or the NN input sets in several practices. Therefore, the delta method fails to produce quality PIs for some situations.
B. BAYESIAN METHOD
The Bayesian learning involves the network training for the distribution of weights. Bayes' theorem is applied to optimize the weights (such as posterior distribution) from the assumed prior distribution. The predictive distribution of network outputs is then evaluated using the posterior distribution. The Bayesian technique provides a natural framework for estimating prediction intervals as described below [67] , [68] , In the Bayesian method, the total variance, σ 2 i can be rewritten for NN training as [63] :
If the total probability distribution of the i th future sample is available, an (1 − α)% PI can be obtained [69] :
where z 1− α 2 is the 1− α 2 quantile of the corresponding normalized probability distribution function with zero average value and the unit variance. Moreover, ∇ T w MPŷi is the NN output gradient with respect to its parameters, w MP .
According to the literature, the generalization power of NN models using the Bayesian technique is better than other traditional techniques. However, in spite of strong mathematical foundation of the Bayesian technique, it is computationally demanding in the development stage, likely delta technique. The cost function of this method involves Hessian matrix. The calculation of Hessian matrix is cumbersome and time-consuming for large datasets and NNs. Despite this, the computational complexity is reduced in the PI formation stage as the gradient of NN output is only required.
C. MEAN-VARIANCE ESTIMATION METHOD (MVEM)
The Delta and Bayesian methods use a fixed target variance for PI formation. The MVEM calculates the target variance from a dedicated NN [63] . Therefore, this method allows more flexibility for evaluating the heteroscedastic variance of the targets. The basic concept of MVEM is shown in Figure 2 . There are two NNs, The set of inputs for these NNs can be identical or diverse. There is no restriction on the dimension and composition of two NNs. Thus, NN structure may vary as per data nonlinear patterns and experimental requirements. It is assumed that the output activation function for NN σ is exponential (σ 2 ) and this consideration resulting in strictly positive variance estimation. With the accurate estimation of y(x) through the NN, the PIs can be approximated with a (1 − α)% confidence level; presented as follows:
where w σ and w y are parameters for NN σ and NN y , respectively. As the variance values of the target, σ i , are not known a priori, tradition error-based minimization techniques cannot be applied to the training of NN σ . Usually, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method is implemented for the NN training. Considering normally distributed forecasting errors, the data conditional distribution can be written as [55] : where, i is the pattern number. Taking the natural logarithm and ignoring the constant terms of (12), the cost function for MVEM can be defined as:
Using the cost function defined in (13), a three phase training method was introduced in [55] to optimize NNs parameters, w σ and w y . In the introduced method, two sets of Data (lets say, D 1 and D 2 ) are needed for the training NN σ and NN y . The brief description of the three phase optimization steps are as follows [63] , [70] ,
• Phase I: Train the NN y using D 1 dataset to estimate y i .
Traditional error-based optimization function is applied to optimize the NN parameters, w y . D 2 dataset is used as the validation dataset to avoid overfitting problem. Please note that NN σ is not trained in this phase.
• Phase II: The NN y parameters, w y optimized in previous phase are considered as fixed. Then, train the NN σ using dataset 2, D 2 . This time, the cost function defined in (13) is used to optimize the w σ . NN σ and NN y are then applied to approximate respectively σ 2 and y i for each sample. The optimization equation is then checked for the current set of the NN σ weights (w σ ). Traditional gradient descent method can be used to update these weights.
• Phase III: In this stage, two new training sets (one for the training set and the other one for validation set) are re-sampled and applied for the simultaneous tuning of w σ and w y . NN σ and NN y is then re-trained again by the minimization of (13) . In contrast to Delta and Bayesian methods, MVEM is simple in terms of implementation. Calculation of time-consuming complex derivatives and matrixes, such as Hessian and Jacobian is not required for construction of PIs using MVEM.
As described earlier, this method assumes that NN y accurately estimates the true mean of targets, y i . This assumption is the main drawback of MVEM. It can be contravened in practice and leads to poor NN generalization power, and hence, the formed PIs through (11) may overestimate (or underestimate) the predefined CL (1 − α)% and that leads to a low PICP [63] . Another disadvantage of the MVEM is this method does not include misspecification of the model variables (either w y or w σ ) to measure the variance that can potentially result in much narrow PIs with a degraded PICP; as discussed in [71] .
D. BOOTSTRAP METHOD
Bootstrap is a resampling method that ensemble several NNs to construct quality PIs [71] - [75] . It is the most popular among traditional PI construction techniques. There are several types of bootstrap methods. They include smooth, parametric, wild, pairs, residual, Gaussian process, block bootstraps etc. C. Wan et al. investigated NN-based bootstrap PI following pairs, residual, and wild bootstrap methods [10] . The NN-based pairs bootstrap algorithm is implemented through the following steps: 1) Receive training samples.
2) Generate bootstrapped pairs by uniform sampling with replacement from the original training data. 3) Estimate the ELM for a single bootstrap dataset. 4) Repeat steps 2) -3) to obtain bootstrap replicates. Residual and wild bootstrap methods differ from the pairs bootstrap method mainly in sampling the residuals. According to their study, pairs bootstrap constructs the most reliable PIs.
Khosravi et al. [77] also applied pairs bootstrap based PIs. At the very first stage, this method resampled the original training data into B training datasets [63] . Total B NN models are then developed and the variance associated with the model misspecification, σ 2 y is estimated as presented in Fig. 3 . The true regression is then estimated by taking the mean and variation of the point forecasts of all trained NN models through following equations:
whereŷ b i is the forecast of the i th sample obtained through the b th NN-bootstrap model.
The variation is mostly because of the random initialization of NN-parameters (w) and the effect of different datasets segmented during the data-preparation before training NNs. The variance of errors, σ 2 i needs to be calculated as a part of the PI construction. σ 2 can be computed by the following equation:
With the help of (16), a set of variance squared residuals are computed:
FIGURE 3. The composition of the B NN models applied in the bootstrap algorithm [76] .
These residuals form a new dataset and linked by the set of corresponding inputs as follows:
An NN model is indirectly trained to estimate uncertainties through the estimation of σ 2 i ; therefore, through the maximization of the probability of observing samples within the range (in D r 2 ). The method for the indirect training of this new NN is quite identical to the training process of the above mentioned MVE method. The optimization function for the NN-training is as follows:
The NN-based node activation function is selected to be exponential with the enforcement of a positive value of σ 2 i . The C BS minimization can be performed through a variety of models, including the traditional gradient descent techniques.
While B NN models (assumed to be unbiased) are used for the estimation of σˆy2 i , one model is used for the estimation of σ 2 i . Thus, the bootstrap technique is computationally more expensive compared to other techniques in its developing stage (B + 1 times). However, the computation time for constructing intervals (PIs) through a trained NN-bootstrap system is only limited to B + 1 NN point prediction latency.
The major disadvantage of the trained bootstrap system is the dependency on B NN-models. Often a number of these models are biased and resulting an fallacious estimation of σ 2 y i in (15) . That may result in the underestimation of the total variance resulting narrow PIs with a low PICP [6] , [78] .
Although the bootstrap process is conventionally known as the bootstrap pairs, there is another bootstrap process, named bootstrap residuals, which resamples the prediction residuals. Readers may read the document [72] for more detailed information.
E. EVALUATION OF TRADITIONAL PIs
Khosravi et al. evaluated and compared the performance of the traditional methods in 2011 [63] . The quality evaluation of the PI is not straightforward. The quality of a point prediction algorithm can be measured using several statistical error values (MAPE, RMSE etc.). The quality of PIs can be measured based on their sharpness (smaller width) and calibration (coverage probability). Perfect PIs have a small width and a high coverage probability.
The PI coverage probability, PICP provides the statistical probability of target values limited by the upper and the lower limits of PIs inclusive. The mathematical expression of PICP is represented as [35] :
where,
Here, t j , y j and y j are the actual value, lower bound, and upper bound of j th sample respectively. PICP measures the reliability of constructed PIs [79] - [82] . According to (20) , the PICP directly depends on the width of PIs. 100% PICP can be achieved by extending PIs from either side. However, wide PIs are of a low-quality value as they convey no information about the target. The width of the PI is also needed to be included in the PI assessment/optimization process. The PI average width (PIAW) can be defined as [63] :
When the constructed width for a fair amount of samples is known, the PI normalized average width can be obtained as:
Where, R is the range of the underlying set of targets. PINAW provides a scalar value of the average width and it is often reported as a percentage. Therefore, authors in [63] developed a novel criterion known as the coverage width-based criterion (CWC) presented by the following equation:
where, γ (PICP) is represented by the following equation.
Here, η = 50 and µ = 1 − α are two hyperparameters.
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The value of the quality criterion is equal to the normalized interval width when the target coverage probability is achieved (i.e. CWC = PINAW when PICP ≥ 1−α). Usually, width and coverage of PIs change in opposite direction. The smaller the width, the lower the coverage probability. Therefore, the best PIs have a PICP, equal or slightly higher than ≥ 1 − α with the smallest or the most optimized PINAW. Table 1 presents the summary of the comprehensive review [63] . In [63] Khosravi et al. observed the best, median and standard deviation of CWCs in twelve case studies. A lower CWC indicates a better PI. Average PICP and average PINAW is also observed for twelve case studies. Although the Delta and Bayesian techniques have better quality PIs with lower CWCs for a few data sets, the standard deviation of PIs is much lower with the bootstrap method. Hence, the bootstrap method provides PIs of good qualities irrespective of the data sets compared to other traditional methods.
F. MODIFIED DELTA METHOD
The delta method described above uses an error-based optimization function, WDCF presented in (7) to optimize the NN-structure and parameters. This cost function tries to reduce the prediction error, instead of improving the quality of PI. To improve the quality of PI, Khosravi et al. integrated the PICP and PIW to develop a PI-NN model using delta method [35] , [59] . In [35] , Khosravi et al. integrate PICP and PINAW in the process of NN optimization. The authors tested this modified method for airport baggage handling systems with many internally connected homogeneous and heterogeneous components [35] . In contrast to WDCF, a new cost function was proposed in [59] covering both PICP and PINAW. The new cost function called PI-error-based cost function (PICF) is defined as:
where WDCF trad obtained through minimization of (7). CLC is the coverage-length-based criterion defined as:
where σ (·) is the sigmoid function defined as:
where, η and µ are two regulating parameters defining where and how sharply the sigma function rises. As (24) includes WDCF, this method optimise in two stages. Firstly, NNs are trained using Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm by minimizing (7). Then NNs are retrained using a different set of data through minimizing (24) . The authors used simulated annealing optimization technique for the second stage. The details procedure for PICF development and modified delta technique can be found in [59] .
G. MODIFIED MVEM METHOD
Khosravi and Nahavandi [70] extended the MVEM for the interval prediction of the wind power forecasts. In contrast to traditional MLE, they used a PI-based optimization function that developed in [83] to optimized the NN σ . This cost function includes two key components of PIs-PINAW and PICP that are defined in (22) and (20) . The inclusion of these PI indexes in NN σ parameters optimization process, significantly improved the overall performance of the MVEM to construct quality PIs.
H. MODIFIED BOOTSTRAP METHOD
A new method to improve the quality of bootstrap PIs was introduced in [76] . Although, there is always a tradeoff between width and coverage probability of PIs, the designer of the prediction algorithm needs to ensure a certain coverage probability. Therefore, constructing a narrower PI with the same coverage probability requires a better training NN model. A new optimization criterion is obtained empirically for the optimal training of NNs; known as the coverage width-based criterion (CWC): (27) where, γ (PICP) has the same expression as equation (23), η and µ are two hyperparameters determining the position and the magnitude of the CWC jump.
Although the modified bootstrap interval method is computationally expensive during the training due to three extra steps, the execution time is the same. The modified bootstrap NN PI training steps are as follows:
• PI construction using the traditional bootstrap method.
• Initialization with the traditional bootstrap-optimized parameters.
• Optimization through the CWC minimization.
• Evaluation of the NN model. Several optimization algorithms such as particle swarm optimization and the genetic algorithm can be applied for the CWC minimization and optimal training of the NN. It is shown that the quality of PIs is improved by 28% on average in 70 experiments. Fig. 4 shows the traditional optimal PIs FIGURE 4. Performance of the modified bootstrap method on a typical case study. Optimized PI with narrower widths, reproduced with the permission of authors [76] .
for a typical case study. The confidence level of both PIs are greater than the nominal confidence level of optimal PIs are significantly narrower than the traditional PI. Therefore, these PIs contain more meaningful information about the uncertainty of targets.
III. NN-BASED DIRECT PI CONSTRUCTION METHODS
Although PIs have been applied for uncertainty quantification from the nineteenth century, recent advancements of NN open new opportunities for generating better quality PIs. NN is a data-based technique and does not require the detailed knowledge of the system for mapping the relationship between their inputs and outputs. Most cases, NNs outperform their traditional rivals for a wide range of applications [84] . Therefore, numerous studies on NN applications have been reported in the literature, including PI-based forecasts. Researchers have invented NN based novel PI construction techniques, those can construct PI through single NN. Moreover, their training does not require any theoretical intermediate variable.
A. LOWER UPPER BOUND ESTIMATION (LUBE) METHOD
Although the modified bootstrap method constructs the best quality PIs among the modified traditional methods [76] , the computational overhead of that method is quite high. In that method, a number of NNs are trained with different initialization values for achieving the probability distribution of target. A smoother probability distribution requires a larger number of NNs result in a greater computational overhead. Moreover, NN-structure and initialization values need to change to achieve the optimum NN-structure. Also, the Bootstrap PIs cannot produce a good PICP and PINAW tradeoff for any distribution of targets due to the assumption of a Gaussian probability distribution. The final NN of the Bootstrap method computes the variation among initial NNs and returns a PI considering a Gaussian probability distribution. However, that assumption is not true in all situations.
When NNs are constructed through a direct training process without any assumption on the distribution, they can provide a smarter PI for any distribution of targets [85] . Fig. 5 explains the situation with a rough sketch. Point prediction and the level of uncertainty change over time. However, the distribution of probability is log normal. Ordinary NNs consider the Gaussian distribution and construct PIs presented by black lines. The LUBE NN is optimized for any arbitrary distribution of targets and provides a smarter PI, presented by green lines. Therefore, an improved algorithm is developed that directly calculates the lower and the upper bounds through trained NNs. CWC is used as the optimization function for the NN optimization. Fig. 6 presents the value of CWC over iterations. Fig. 7 presents the structure of the LUBE NN. The NN-based LUBE interval is trained with the cost function presented in equation (28) .
The LUBE NN training steps are as follows [83] :
• The available data is split randomly into the training, cross-validation and test sets at first.
• A NN (as shown in Fig. 7 ) is constructed and initialized with random values. The value of the cost function (equation 28) is calculated with the initial values as CWC Opt . The NN parameters are also assumed as the optimum one (W Opt ).
• Cooling temperature is updated as the first step of the simulated annealing based training loop.
• A new set of NN weights (W new ) is generated through the random perturbation of the current NN.
• PIs are constructed with the new NN parameters (W new ).
• The cost function is updated along with the NN parameters when required.
FIGURE 5.
A rough sketch presenting the advantage of LUBE method. The probability distribution of target can be a non-gaussian one. The direct construction of PI through the NN training can consider an unknown probability distribution. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. Improvement of the NN through the minimization of CWC values through random initialization and iterations [86] .
FIGURE 7. NN-structure for the LUBE Method, reproduced with the permission of authors [83] .
• The training loop ends when the maximum number of iteration is reached, or no improvement is achieved from recent iterations, or the temperature becomes lower than the threshold.
• The trained NN is tested on the test samples.
The CWC values at different iterations are recorded and reported by Hosen et al. [86] while deriving PIs for the control of polystyrene polymerization reactor; shown in Fig. 6 . The LUBE method can also be optimized using other optimization algorithms such as the genetic algorithm [87] and particle swarm optimization [88] . Table 2 presents execution times and CWC values. Among the traditional methods, Bootstrap has the lowest execution time. Computation time is further reduced by more than one order with the LUBE method compared to the Bootstrap method. The CWC is also improved on average with the LUBE method. Moreover, all of the CWC values of the LUBE method is lower than 100. However, the initial version of the LUBE cost-function had several limitations. Therefore, several new cost functions are proposed by several groups.
B. DIRECT INTERVAL FORECASTING BY CAN WAN
Can Wan et al. also proposed an NN based direct interval forecasting method with a slightly different cost function [89] - [91] . Their cost function also contains coverage dependent and width dependent components. The coverage dependent component is known as, the average coverage error (ACE) is defined by the following equation:
Where PINC = 1 − α is the PI nominal coverage. Width of the PI for j th sample is defined as:
Can Wan et al. defined an interval score for the development of cost function and for accessing the quality of PI. The interval score for j th sample and the average interval score is defined by following equations:
Their proposed cost function is as follows:
Where γ and λ are two fitting parameters, defined as importance weights. Both of them are assigned to one to provide equal importance towards the reliability and the sharpness. The algorithm developed for the direct interval forecasting of wind power has all benefits of the LUBE method. As the intervals are calculated using a single NN, the execution time becomes much shorter compared to traditional methods. Moreover, the NN is optimized for any arbitrary distribution of target. Therefore, the PIs become narrower with the maintenance of equal PICP.
However, the direct construction proposed by Wan et al. [89] penalizes both high PICP and low PICP with equal weight and the most optimized situation is PICP = PINC. Therefore, the NN often converges to a slightly low PICP (PICP < PINC). Moreover, the width is not normalized with the range. Therefore, the optimization can potentially vary when the signal amplitude is changed.
C. NORMALIZED ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE WIDTH (PINRW ) AND PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO) BY H QUAN
Quan et al. proposed an improved LUBE method through the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and cost function improvement [88] . The cost function of the LUBE method contains PINAW. Quan et al. applied the prediction interval normalized root-mean-square width (PINRW) instead of PINAW. The PINRW is defined by the following equation:
Therefore, the improved cost function becomes as follows:
Their work demonstrates six case studies, consisted of four real-world and two synthetic ones, are investigated to validate the PSO-based improved LUBE PI construction method. A five-fold cross-validation technique is applied to obtain the optimal structure of NNs. Both of the computation complexity reduction and PI quality enhancement are achieved [88] .
D. INDEPENDENT WIDTH AND PENALTY FACTORS BY A KHOSRAVI
The penalty factor (γ (PICP)) was in a multiplicative manner with the width factor (PINAW), as shown in (23) . During 2013 and early 2014 several researchers doubted the effectiveness of the CWC based optimization [92] , [93] . One major issue was the optimization at zero width (PINAW = 0). Because the minimum or the most optimized value of CWC is zero. During mid-2014, Khosravi et. al. resolved most of those issues by modifying the CWC equation [94] ; as presented at (27) . According to that closure discussion, CWC provides a strictly proper score. However, the CWC based optimization can produce too wide PIs in some samples in rare situations and the optimization fails once in twelve cases on average. While the NN is trained three times with different random initialization, at least one NN usually provide quality PIs. That improved CWC cost function is applied in various studies in later years [76] . Their cost function is as follows:
where β 1 and β 2 are weighting factors. They also perform normalization of PINAW and ||e|| 2 . The parameter ||e|| is the error quantity defined by the following equation:
where t j is the value of j th sample. However, that cost function penalizes both higher and lower PICP and the adjustment of β values are highly dependent on the nature of data. Moreover, ||e|| is not normalized with the number of samples and therefore, β values need to be tuned for different sample numbers.
F. IMPROVEMENT THROUGH OPTIMAL AGGREGATION BY A HOSEN
Constructed PIs quality significantly differs from one dataset to data-set because of the instability of optimized models. Therefore, Hosen et al. proposed an optimal system to develop PI-based NN to enhance the performance of LUBE PIs; through maintaining a good PICP with a reasonable width. In order to combine PIs, the weighted average aggregation technique is employed, wherein two optimization techniques, known as, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA), are applied to optimally adjusting weights by minimizing a PI-based optimization function, CWC. The optimized CWC values are reduced by 22%, 18%, and 78% respectively for the first, the second, and the third case studies. That technique also enhances the PI performance by 3%-4% compared to the simple averaging aggregation method in all tested cases [96] .
G. DEVIATION INFORMATION-BASED CRITERION BY G ZHANG
G Zhang et al tried to avoid an exponential cost function. Therefore, the derived one cost function named deviation information-based criterion (DIC) [97] , shown as follows:
provided that,
where σ is the penalty factor, N L and N U are the numbers of times, the target becomes lower than the lower bound and the number of times the target becomes higher than the upper bound respectively. σ is set to 1/α.The parameter pun presents the deviation information. However, the value of pun may become very large for a large dataset, as authors did not normalize it with the number of samples. Moreover, the cost function is discontinuous at (PICP = 1 − α). VOLUME 6, 2018
IV. APPLICATIONS OF PIs
Despite the practical importance, PI-based forecasting techniques have received little attention by the investors or companies [31] , [34] . Major reasons for their unpopularity are as follows:
1) There is no widely accepted method of calculating PIs.
2) Theoretical PIs are not easy to evaluate for many economic models. 3) Methods of construction of empirically-obtained PIs are not widely understood. 4) Although a number of procedures for calculating PIs have been proposed, their verification and comparison process is unknown to many users. 5) The recent NN based PI construction method is still debatable due to the initialization dependent training and effectiveness issues.
Besides those limitations in understanding and difficulties in the training process, a well-trained NN provides state of the art performance in constructing PIs. Many researchers have structured and trained efficient NNs for different applications.
A. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
The interval forecast with a certain coverage is widely used in financial institutions [98] , [99] . For example, currency exchange rate changes dynamically over time and monetary organizations need to reserve a certain amount of foreign currency for their customers demand [100] , [101] . The exchange rate may vary by several percentages over a day. Therefore, they need to exchange currencies by a large amount when the exchange rate seems profitable. Therefore, monetary organizations need to choose a suitable time for the exchange. As the exchange rate changes quite frequently and in a high order, several monetary organizations are using the interval forecast [4] , [30] . Financial institutions are keeping a certain amount of currency based on widths of PIs to maintain a good quality of service. Financial institutions need to predict both of the demand and price of foreign currencies. Similarly, PIs are used in price prediction of different assets [102] .
B. FOOD INDUSTRY
The food industry needs to produce, deliver, and preserve foods based on the variable demand, storage cost, and quality degradation over time. The demand also varies over time and price. Such as, the demand may increase with the increase of price for prestigious commodities. However, the demand decreases with the increase in price for basic goods those have alternatives. While any large industry fails to meet the food requirement the price increases, other firms grow, consumers switch to other foods and that affects the future selling. Therefore, the industry needs to meet the demand. Also, overproduction or preservation can potentially cause the waste of food and money. An interval forecast presenting the upper and the lower bounds is effective in production and storage capacity planning. Thus, the prediction interval is widely used in the prediction of the food consumption [5] and the quality degradation [103] .
C. LOAD FORECASTING
The level of uncertainty of the electricity consumption has increased due to the installation of new loads in many parts of the world. Moreover, the climate change has added additional uncertainties and it is almost impossible to develop analytical equations to predict the power consumption. As the neural network (NN) can be trained to predict without knowing the detailed physical understanding of the phenomenon of a multivariable system [104] and the point forecast is not sufficient for predicting such uncertain system [105] , the NN based prediction interval has recently brought the attention of the researchers. For example, Hao et al. develop a prediction interval-based load forecasting technique and verified the technique with the historical electrical market datasets from Texas (TX) (USA), Ottawa (OTT) (Canada) and Singapore (SG). One-week leading demand forecasting is performed utilizing NN-based PIs and PIs are found to be a superior tool to quantify uncertainties of the power systems and compared with the point forecasts [106] .
The number of neurons in a neural network is highly dependent on the level of uncertainty. Therefore, the size of the optimum neural network varies from application to application. While the level of uncertainty is higher more neurons are required. An NN-based prediction system with inadequate neurons results in a significantly high error due to the underfitting. Also, the excess of neuron results in overfitting; increases computational complexity and invited high order polynomials. High order polynomials result in a good match with the training data-sets and a high error in few samples of the verification and application datasets. It is currently impossible to predict the optimum number of neurons required for the optimal performance with any signal without trial and error method.
Recently Quan et. al. presents the NN-optimization process for the load curves of the TX, USA [106] . The optimum NN-size is selected based on the median PINAWs. Their NN-structure consists of two hidden layers (1 & 2) and the number of neurons in those hidden layers are n1 and n2. Fig. 8 presents the median PINAWs on verification data for different hidden layer sizes. According to their experiment, n1 = n2 = 7 provides the optimized output on the verification data. Fig. 9 presents the weekly load profile and constructed PIs of Singapore during March 2127, 2011 [9] . That figure also expresses how PIs encloses the target signal in 95% or (1−α) cases. The upper bound is always higher than the lower bound. The interval between the upper and the lower bounds is the prediction interval and it changes along with its width from sample to sample. In less than 5% or α cases, the target value can be higher than the upper limit or lower than the lower limit. While drawing a PI curve like Fig. 9 , the NN is first trained with the training dataset. Then the prediction interval of each verification sample is calculated through the trained NN and recent previous samples. Finally, the lower bound, the upper bound and the target signal is drawn in the same plot [107] .
D. FORECASTING OF THE RENEWABLES
One of the popular application of the uncertainty quantification is the power grid management. The degree of uncertainty in the power systems has increased due to the increased installation of renewable power generation sources in recent decades [108] . With that increased uncertainty, the statistical error value of the point prediction becomes larger [29] , [109] - [111] . Moreover many countries are planning to switch on the renewable sources, such as the wind and the solar energy. Maintaining a stable grid with a large amount of renewable generation is challenging and that opens a broader scope of research and many researchers are customizing algorithms for wind and solar generation [107] , [112] - [115] .
The order of uncertainty is much higher in the renewable generations compared to the uncertainties in the power consumption. A certain flow of wind is required for the power generation at the wind turbine. While the flow of wind drops, the wind firm stops generating electricity. Similarly, the electricity generated from the solar panels are highly dependent on the position of clouds. Moreover, the fuelbased generator can manage certain fluctuation and utility companies have certain backup generation and storage units. When the renewable generation becomes more uncertain, utility companies need to take more precautions. Therefore, NN based prediction intervals are a better option compared to the point prediction [116] - [121] E. ELECTRICITY PRICE FORECASTING Based on the renewable generation and the consumption, fossil fuel based generators need to provide the electricity. A constant electricity price brings a large difference between the peak hour and the off-peak hour consumption. Thus, the price of the electricity is changed over time to insist the users to use more electricity during the off-peak hours [122] - [125] . Especially many appliances, such as washing machine, water pumps, dryers etc. and charging appliances can be used during the off-peak hour. Although several appliances have noise issues while using at night, those appliances can be used during the semi-off-peak hours, such as early morning. Moreover, almost all industries need pumps, freezers and the requirement of production vary over the year. When the production requirement is low, the machines are operated during off-peak hours only. Therefore, industries need the price prediction to reduce their electricity consumption cost and the NN based PIs are a good choice for the price prediction due to their optimized performance in terms of width and accuracy [126] . For instance, Khosravi et al. [127] employ the bootstrap and delta techniques for the calculation of intervals for the uncertainty prediction. The PIs confidence level is varied from 50% to 90% for investigating the effect. According to their experiment with the three-month Australian electricity price data, constructed prediction intervals efficiently quantify the uncertainties compared to the NN-based point forecasting [128] .
F. REACTOR CONTROLLER DESIGN
Many reaction processes are extremely complex in nature. Various chemical reaction controllers need accurate models for proper control [129] . The designer needs to learn the underlying mechanism to derive an analytical model. However, the NN-based model formation does not require the underlying knowledge about the mechanism. Also, many reaction controllers exhibit a significant amount of uncertainty and the point prediction is followed by a large error value (RMSE, MAPE etc.). Such as the point prediction of the polystyrene polymerization reactor faces 22% mean VOLUME 6, 2018 absolute percentage error (MAPE) on average and the prediction interval is developed for the control of that reactor. Therefore the NN based PI is applied to controller design [86] .
G. MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
PIs are widely used in predicting health conditions and detecting diseases. A Mayr et al. applied PIs for the analysis of body mass index (BMI) data [130] . H Nishiura applied PIs for early detection of Nosocomial Outbreaks [131] . Interval forecasts are also applied for the prediction of stroke risk and retinal degradation through the retinal image analysis [132] , [133] . These analyses are recently applying NN-based interval formation and decision making [134] .
H. OTHER APPLICATIONS
The NN based PIs are extensively designed and implemented in the above-mentioned topics. There are other myriad applications of the PIs. For example, Kim et al. [6] predicted the tourist arrival in Australia and Hong Kong as the interval forecast. Also, PIs are effective in the prediction of dynamic pricing. In fact, both of the demand and price is required to predict. The service provider or the seller needs to know the demand and customers need for the proper management and price setting. Usually, a user lacks information about the other users and he needs to take the decision based on the time series analysis. Gong et al. calculated 1-minute ahead prediction interval for CPU usage of the Google cluster through the time series analysis [11] . Lu and Viljanen [61] obtained PI for predicting the indoor temperature and the relative humidity. Taormina and Chau [135] proposed PIs for streamflow prediction.
V. FUTURE OF PI A. NEW DIRECT METHODS
Reasons for the unpopularity of PIs arise from the methods to construct the PIs. This is because traditional PI construction methods rely on the strong assumptions (e.g. distribution of the data) and the models are itself linear [136] and the absence of robust cost function for direct PI construction. It is impossible to conclude which method is suitable for a specific system, especially for a complex system [137] . Researchers may find a cost function for obtaining a better quality PI considering these issues in near future. Moreover, researchers may derive customized cost functions for different applications.
B. NEW APPLICATIONS
With the increased popularity of PI over time, researchers may apply PIs to new fields of studies. Besides that, researchers need to think differently for PIs than the point prediction. For example, the difference between energy demand and the renewable generation is important for the scheduling of fossil-fuel based power plants. In point prediction, their values can be subtracted to gain the required fossil-fuel generation. However, demand PIs and renewable PIs of 95% PICP generate a much wider PI with higher PICP. The width and the PICP depend on relative magnitudes of signals and level of uncertainties in each signal. Therefore, the user needs to construct PIs directly for the required fossil-fuel generation.
C. NOVEL TRAINING ALGORITHMS
In near future, researchers may apply new learning algorithms for training NNs for generating optimal PIs. Novel algorithms can be deep learning, deep bayesian learning, dropouts [138] - [140] . These techniques have already achieved state of the art performance in many NN based systems in critical situations. We also observed that the PI coverage probability is low for rare and critical situations [141] . In future, researchers may apply those revolutionized training mechanisms for constructing better PIs.
D. STANDARDISE DATASETS
The most challenging part of the performance evaluation of any novel PI construction training is the lack of standardized data. Different NN may work well for different datasets.
Even the same cost function may construct different NNs for different initializations and the size of NN. Standardised datasets are available in various fields of recognition and classification. In future, the PI research community may decide a standardize dataset and range of NN-size for fair comparisons.
Besides these theoretical qualities and optimization issues, the directly constructed NNs are constructing PIs for any arbitrary distributions. As a result, PIs are becoming smarter. However, users do not have any information to guess the most probable region of the target. Traditional PIs are constructed using mean and variance estimations. Therefore, the most probable region of target stays in the middle of the interval. When a smart interval is formed for a logarithmic distribution, the most probable region of the target stays near one bound of the interval and the user remains unaware of it. In future, researchers may design systems for representing the uncertainty by constructing at least two PIs of different α or constructing both PIs and point predictions [142] .
VI. CONCLUSION
The prediction is one of the oldest tasks in this world. The point prediction is the most widely used and understandable form of prediction. However, the point prediction does not convey any information about the uncertainty. Therefore, probabilistic forecasting is becoming popular to predict uncertainties in emerging engineering problems with high uncertainty. The NN based approaches for the quantification of uncertainty is relatively new. Without a thorough discussion, it is impossible to know advantages and disadvantages of different NN based PI construction techniques. The paper provides detailed research activities on NN-based PI construction concerning motives of each work. Our current survey may help analysts in knowing recently available popular NN based PI construction techniques. They may select an appropriate PI construction technique for their application. The work may also help future searchers in developing novel algorithms for constructing NN-based PIs and investigating new applications.
